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Abstract: Black phosphorus intercalation compounds
(BPICs) with alkali metals (namely: K and Na) have
been synthesized in bulk by solid-state as well as
vapor-phase reactions. By means of a combination of
in situ X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and
DFT calculations the structural behavior of the BPICs
at different intercalation stages has been demonstrated
for the first time. Our results provide a glimpse into the
very first steps of a new family of intercalation
compounds, with a distinct behavior as compared to
its graphite analogues (GICs), showing a remarkable
structural complexity and a dynamic behavior.

Single- and few-layer sheets of black phosphorus
(BP) represent a new class of non-carbon 2D
materials and have recently raised tremendous inter-
est in the scientific community, as key elements in
(opto)electronics or energy storage, among others.[1–8]

The individual layers of BP exhibit a honeycomb structure
differing from that of graphene in that it has a marked

puckering of the sp3 P atoms with an AB stacking structure
driven by van der Waals interactions (Scheme 1).[3, 4] BP has
attracted enormous attention owing to its high p-type charge
carrier mobility up to around 6000 cm2 V@1 s@1 and its tunable
direct band gap ranging from about 0.3 eV for bulk to
approximately 2 eV for monolayers.[2, 9–16] It has recently been
predicted that the electronic properties of BP can be
modulated by strain or electric field.[17, 18] Moreover, surface
doping with K atoms leads to a tunable band gap in single-
crystal BP, leading a metallic state yielding with a significant
improvement of its electronic transport.[19,20] In this regard,
the intercalation of BP with donor-type alkali metals could be
envisioned as a promising strategy to electronically dope BP
under atmospheric pressure.

Much like parent graphite intercalation compounds
(GICs), BP intercalation compounds (BPICs) have been
sought since 1981. However, in contrast to the GICs that were
successfully synthesized to exhibit advanced physical proper-
ties including superconductivity, synthesis and characteriza-
tion of the BPICs remain a challenge.[21–23] An early work
showed an unsatisfactory attempt to intercalate BP with
cesium, lithium, iodine, pyridine, and ammonia,[22] but X-ray
data suggested the diffusion of cesium through the layered
structure. Afterwards, a work reported by Nishii et al.
demonstrated the partial intercalation of BP with iodine.[23]

Recently, theoretical calculations predicted an ultrahigh
lithium diffusivity in monolayer BP, which is estimated to be
102 (104) times faster than that in MoS2 (or graphene) at room
temperature.[24] Several works appeared proposing the avail-
ability of creating different BPICs, and anticipated super-

Scheme 1. Black phosphorus intercalation compounds. a) Graphical representa-
tion of the intercalation of BP by alkali metals (AM): formation of AM-BPICs.
b) Side view in armchair direction showing the expected positions of alkali
metals (black) and the gliding of the BP layers (gold) from AB to AC stacking
according to the results of our DFT calculations and recently published
works.[26,27,31] c) Side view along zigzag direction. d) Top view of the alkali-metal
intercalated BP.
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conductivity in lithium intercalated samples[25–27]

and an excellent performance in Li- and Na-ion
batteries.[21, 22, 28,29] Very recently, experimental
evidences of the intercalation were obtained by
in situ TEM.[28,30, 31] Moreover, Grigorieva and co-
workers reported the intercalation of BP with
several alkali metals (Li, K, Rb, and Cs) and
alkali-earth Ca, all of which exhibited a universal
superconductivity with a critical temperature of
ca. 3.8 K.[32] However, the intercalation phases
were mainly superficial (ca. 10 microns), and no
detailed structural or spectroscopic information
was provided, hence, the bulk synthesis and
structural characterization remained elusive.

Herein we report fundamental insights into
the bulk formation and in situ characterization of
BPICs with alkali metals for the very first time.
This is of critical importance, as an extension of
the vast chemistry of the GICs could be envisaged
here for BP.[33–35]

To maintain the extremely inert conditions
required for the preparation and characterization
of the BPICs, we have carried out the solid-state
synthesis of these compounds in an argon-filled
glovebox (< 0.1 ppm of H2O and O2) using mild
temperatures. First, we thoroughly ground the BP
crystals to obtain an homogeneous fine powder,
then we mixed progressively the BP with small
amounts of alkali metal in glass vials at controlled
temperature. Once the materials were in close
contact, the temperatures were slowly increased
to 70 88C or 120 88C for Na and K, respectively.
After this, the samples were handled with
extreme care to prevent sample degradation as
a consequence of energetic reactions, avoiding
mechanical agitation and using Teflon spatulas to
mix the compounds.

Finally, the samples were homogenized by
a thermal treatment for about 24 h at the
corresponding temperatures. When the formation
of the intercalated compounds was achieved, the
samples showed a lower reactivity. We success-
fully synthesized BPICs with different average
alkali metal concentrations by varying the Na and
K stoichiometric ratio (M:P, being M an alkali
metal) from 1:12 to 1:1. As the intercalation
proceeds, the color of the samples changes
gradually from metallic to greyish matte black,
and at the highest metal concentration an appreciable volume
increase can be observed. The chemical composition of our
intercalated compounds was confirmed by energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). EDS spectra for our BPICs and
the corresponding elemental maps are shown in Supporting
Information Figure SI2-9.

We have used X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis to follow
the structural development of alkali-metal–BPICs at different
intercalation levels. To suitably handle the highly reactive
intercalation compounds we carried out the XRD measure-
ments immediately after the synthesis under inert gas

atmosphere in sealed glass capillaries, using a SAXS config-
uration under vacuum. Figure 1a–c shows the diffraction
patterns for BPICs with a 1:4 ratio, the data of other M:P
ratios are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure SI10
and SI11). Three important features arising from intercalation
are visible: first, new weak peaks arise at a scattering angle 2q

of about 788 (see Figure 1b), second, two or more peaks
instead of one are visible at about 1788, and third, new peaks
from intermetallic phases, most likely, Na3P and K3P appear
with increasing the M:P ratio (this is discussed in detail in the
Supporting Information, Figure SI12–14). The weak peaks in

Figure 1. a) X-ray intensities for pristine BP (black lines), and intercalated BP (Na:P
1:4, red line, and K:P 1:4, green line). Diffraction peak positions for BP,[36] Na3P,[37]

and K3P
[38] are indicated by dashed black, red, and green lines, respectively. X-ray

intensities are vertically shifted for better visibility. b),c) enlarged details of (a) to
visualize new peaks and peak splitting arising from intercalation. d) Decrease of
scattering intensity from crystalline phases (coherent scattering) versus amorphous
scattering intensity (diffuse scattering): The symbols are calculated from the differ-
ence of crystalline (peak scattering) minus amorphous scattering intensities,
normalized to the crystalline scattering intensity, that is, (Icryst@Iamorphous)/Icryst. The
higher degree of amorphization by intercalation with the larger atom potassium is
clearly shown. e) Schematic visualization of the transition from different crystalline
to amorphous phases. X-ray operating at a wavelength of 0.1542 nm.
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Figure 1b correspond either to a slightly distorted
orthorhombic structure, as in BP, but with a larger
lattice constant, or more probably to a very weak
order of the intercalated structure in c-direction
perpendicular to the BP planes. Owing to the weak
intensity of the peaks, one cannot attribute them to
different specific stacking modes at different M:P
ratios, but can estimate a mean distance of about c =

12.4 c for Na-BPICs and 12.8 c for K-BPICs at all
metal:P ratios. The splitting of the peak into two or
more peaks at about 2q& 17 degrees cannot be
unambiguously attributed to an orthorhombic!
monoclinic transition as this peak of BP is a (002)-
reflection, but is seen as the occurrence of new
intercalation phases accompanying the original BP
phase, suggesting that the BP planes are gliding.[31] In
this case, the new peaks at about 2q& 17 degrees
could be interpreted as (010)-reflections with lattice
parameters in the range of b = 5 c to 5.5 c. The poor
crystallinity of the structure does not allow a precise
evaluation, but these values are in good agreement
with typical values from DFT calculations (see
below).[26, 31] However, it is probable that different
phases are coexisting and XRD sees only an average
of all these phases. Thus, specific peaks cannot be
unambiguously attributed to a specific structure.
Moreover, the system is very dynamic and amor-
phous parts increase with increasing the M:P ratios.
The transition from crystalline to amorphous struc-
tures is nearly linear with increasing amount of
intercalating material. The amorphous to crystalline
phase ratio can be evaluated from the total area
intensity of all coherent peaks of BP, Na3P, K3P and
that of the diffuse scattering background (details in
Supporting Information, Figure SI15–19). As shown
in Figure 1d, the amount of amorphous components
increases linearly with increasing the Na concentra-
tion, while it jumps to the saturation level at low K
concentrations, probably due to the larger ionic radius of
potassium.

To rationalize the observed structural evolution, we have
performed a detailed theoretical study using quantum
mechanical calculations. We investigated the intercalation of
potassium and sodium into BP by calculating several different
structures and stoichiometries (all stable structures are
available, see Supporting Information). The geometries of
low metal concentrations were modelled by putting metal
atoms between the layers of the BP structure and allowing for
structural relaxation. We found that this leads to a distorsion
away from the AB stacking of pure BP to a kind of distorted
AC stacking, which results in a monoclinic unit cell. For
potassium intercalated BP with a 1:4 ratio, the lattice
constants for the structure are a = 3.24 c, b = 5.60 c, and
c = 12.63 c. Indeed, the distortion towards the AC stacking
mode is reflected by the angle b, which significantly deviates
from 90 degrees. By comparing with pristine BP, we conclude
that after intercalation the lattice parameter a shrinks while b
and c expand. The expansion along the c direction is
approximately 19% (Figure 2 and Supporting Information).

The driving force behind that is clearly that the metal atoms
can be accommodated in channels formed between the
puckered hexagonal BP layers, in agreement with the first-
principles calculations for Li, Na, and Mg reported so
far.[26, 27,31] These results shed light on the complex dynamic
behavior previously observed in XRD experiments. We
observe that for metal:P values + 1:4, the BP layers start to
break into chains, see below. For KP2 and higher metal
contents it is therefore not appropriate to keep the stacking
nomenclature, as the structures deviate more and more from
the BP structure. Moreover, known K-P alloys were consid-
ered, and we note that there are many different broad
structural motifs possible with varying alkali metals content
(see Supporting Information).

By analyzing the energetics in more detail, it becomes
apparent that intercalation of potassium is thermodynami-
cally favored for all considered alloys. At low metal concen-
tration, an inhomogeneous distribution of potassium between
the BP layers may be expected, since according to our
calculations disproportion of KP8 into an alloy with higher
metal concentration and BP is energetically favored (see
Table SI2). This means that a mixture of different intercala-

Figure 2. Pristine BP and the most stable (crystalline) K intercalation com-
pounds (K:P = 1:8, 1:4, and 1:2). a) Theoretically predicted Raman shifts for
pristine BP and K intercalation compounds. For details, see text. b) Structure of
pristine BP viewed in armchair direction and corresponding views of the most
stable K intercalation compounds. c) Top view of one “sheet” of BP and the K
intercalation compounds. In case of K:P =1:4 and 1:2 the separate P ribbons
are indicated by red dots. d) Visualization of the Raman active vibrations of BP,
color coding as in (a). For details see text.
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tion stages is expected, and when the intermetallic species
start to develop, not only K3P is expected to form, but several
known KmPn alloys as well (see Tables SI2 and SI3).

Looking at the band gaps we find that at low metal
concentration no band gap is formed. Although this may be
due to the systematic underestimation by our employed
density functional PBE, we think that the vanishing bang gap
is in this case physical, however, one can expect that at low
metal concentrations the original BP band structure is
roughly maintained, and the most important effect of
potassium/sodium is an electron donation to the conduction
band leading to a vanishing band gap. Indeed, the band gap of
the most stable KP4 compound is predicted to vanish for the
hybrid density functional HSE06 as well (see Table SI1). This
is in excellent accordance to recent DFT calculations from
Mashayek and co-workers.[31] At higher metal concentrations,
significant structural changes occur and we observe that the
band gap can be tuned within a quite large range (assuming
that the reaction conditions allow for the necessary rearrange-
ments, as activation barriers will have to be overcome).
Notably, there is no trend with increasing metal content, see
Table SI1. The most metal-rich compounds considered are
K3P and Na3P, which exhibit calculated band gaps of 0.3 and
0.5 eV, respectively.

Comparing potassium and sodium we did not find
significant differences. In both cases the intercalation of the
metal atoms into BP leads to a gliding of the BP layers away
from AB to a slightly distorted AC stacking. For sodium
intercalated BP with a 1:4 ratio, the lattice constants for the
structure are a = 3.19 c, b = 5.41 c, and c = 11.49 c. In this
case the expansion along the c direction is approximately 9%,
due to the smaller atomic radius (2.04 c; Supporting Infor-
mation). Also the electronic properties are similar between
the K and Na structures. All structures correspond to a non-
spin polarized ground state.

Moreover, we explored the influence of the structural
changes that occur upon intercalation on the phonons visible
in a Raman spectrum. In Figure 2a we show the calculated
Raman shifts for pristine BP and K intercalation compounds.
Except for K:P = 1:2, the compounds are predicted to be
metallic, which prevents the calculation of Raman intensities.
In these cases sticks in Figure 2a indicate only the position of
Raman active modes. For K:P = 1:2 the graph in Figure 2a
displays the relative Raman intensities and the modelled
spectrum obtained by Lorentzian broadening (HWHM =

5.0 cm@1). The three visible Raman active modes of pristine
BP are colored blue (A1

g), red (B2g), and green (A2
g),

respectively, in Figure 2a. The Raman active modes that are
invisible, that is, too weak, are indicated as dotted lines in
Figure 2a.[39] For the intercalation compounds coloring of the
sticks in Figure 2a indicates similarity to the corresponding
BP mode, violet can be viewed as mixture of the BP A1

g and
B2g modes, black indicates other modes. While the A2

g- and
B2g-like modes are found in a similar wavenumber range, the
A1

g mode of pristine BP splits into modes of higher and lower
frequency upon intercalation of K. We can understand this by
looking at the structural changes that occur when an increas-
ing number of K atoms is placed between the P layers of BP
(see Figure 2b,c). Albeit staying intact, the P sheets start

already to distort significantly and some P@P bonds elongate
(those connecting the two zigzag chains within the P sheets;
from 2.26 c in BP to 2.38 c) at K:P = 1:8. An increasing
number of K atoms finally leads to a bond breaking in every
second of these P@P bonds, and transforms the P sheets into
ribbons for K:P = 1:4 and 1:2 (minimal P–P distance between
ribbons: 2.74 c for K:P = 1:4, 4.00 c for K:P = 1:2). At the
same time the bond lengths of those zigzag chains connecting
P@P bonds, which stay intact, shorten a bit: 2.27 c for K:P =

1:4, 2.24 c for K:P = 1:2, suggesting a bond strengthening.
Since the A1

g vibration is essentially the P@P bond-stretching
mode between those P atoms connecting the zigzag chains
within one BP layer (see Figure 2d), it becomes clear that this
mode will be affected very strongly by the structural changes
we have just described. The progressing bond breaking on the
one hand and bond strengthening on the other hand of bonds
connected with this mode leads to the observed splitting.
Moreover, the symmetry breaking, especially at low K
concentrations, leads to more Raman active modes (see
Figure 2).

To gain more information in this unprecedented result, we
designed an experiment for monitoring the intercalation
reaction by using a high-end in situ Raman system. Con-
cretely, we performed the controlled vapor transport inter-
calation reaction by melting the selected alkali metal under
ultra-high vacuum conditions, creating vapor pressure of the
metal that reacts over pristine BP crystals.[40] In this controlled
scenario, a partial pressure of the volatile compound at the
solid/gas interface is the only parameter that is varied
(Figure 3a,b). The in situ Raman system is equipped with
a laser probe (excitation wavelength 514 nm) that allows for
the spectroscopic monitoring of the intercalation reaction and
the detection of the stepwise evolution of the intercalation-
related Raman modes. At a first glance, the gradual growth of
the new modes becomes apparent after a few minutes of
reaction, as shown in Figure 3a,b for potassium and sodium
intercalants, respectively. By a combination of DFT calcu-
lations and mean Raman spectra of the BPICs with different
stoichiometries measured under argon atmosphere, we
assigned the different intercalation ratios as a function of
time (Figure 3c and Figure SI20). By a detailed line-shape
analysis and deconvolution using Voigt functions, several
features could be identified. The three main BP Raman
modes (A1

g, B2g and A2
g) appeared slightly blueshifted

(Figures SI20,SI21), indicative of an n-type doping effect as
result of a Raman phonon softening.[32] Furthermore, distinct
features at around 250–350 cm@1 exhibiting a pronounced
intensity for the longest reaction times can be clearly
observed. According to our DFT calculations these bands
can be clearly attributed to the intercalation compounds,
concretely to the splitting of the A1

g mode as a consequence of
the P@P bond breaking described before (Figure 2). In fact,
a relative intensity ratio R can be extracted from the ca.
300 cm@1 component intensity (pink in Figure 3a–c) with
respect to the standard BP Raman modes and plotted as
a function of doping time (Figure 3d,e). The observed
evolution indicates two clear regimes, delimited by the 1:4
compositional ratio. Within the “pure” intercalation com-
pounds region (< 1:4) a similar behavior to that observed for
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GICs, following the Nearest Layer (NL) model can be
encountered. Contrasting the Raman spectrum and the NL
model (Figure 3 a,b,d,e) we can anticipate the presence of
“outer” P layers bound by intercalants which are highly
charged, and “inner” P layers slightly charged and surrounded
by other P layers, as observed in GICs.[41, 42] In addition,
Figure 3a,b shows the development of three main peaks
below 250 cm@1. The corresponding frequencies for these
peaks are around: 156, 205, and 232 cm@1 (bands 1–3 in
Figure 3a–c) with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
approximately 1.34, 2.47, and 2.87 cm@1, respectively. Accord-

ing to the DFT calculations the first peak is
tentatively assigned to the formation of K3P,
the second peak to modes similar to those of
K2P3 and the third peak modes like in KP2.
Moreover, other two additional bands are
assigned to modes of the P chains like they
occur in KP2, around 452 and 499 cm@1 (Fig-
ure 3a–c). These KP2 modes are fingerprints of
the K-P strong interactions, and can be related
to a structural break down of the BP crystal
structure leading to the formation of P chains.

Furthermore, we have tested the stability
of selected samples by Raman spectroscopy
after storing them in a glovebox for more than
a month (Figure SI21–23). Interestingly, no
significant changes in the shape of the spectra
could be observed beyond a slight diminishing
of the overall signals. Additionally, if the
BPICs samples are exposed to oxygen under
ambient conditions, only the signals from
pristine BP can be measured (Figure SI24).
Contrarily, when the MmPn alloys are submit-
ted to environmental conditions, no Raman
signals can be detected anymore. In overall,
our results allow for the very first time to
rationalize Raman spectroscopic data with
structural changes during the formation of
BPICs with alkali metals.

In conclusion, we have presented herein
a detailed solid-state and vapor-phase synthe-
sis and characterization of bulk BPICs with
alkali metals (K and Na). We monitored the
intercalation process by in situ XRD comple-
menting the results with DFT calculations,
showing that the stacking order in bulk BP
changes from AB to AC (rather than to AA, in
contrast to GICs). This is reflected in the
formation of new intercalated phases accom-
panied by a gliding of the BP layers. Exper-
imental and computational studies revealed
the maximum layer-structure keeping stoichi-
ometry (+ 1:4 M:P) from which the layers start
to break into chains. Moreover, at low metal
concentrations an inhomogeneous distribution
of alkali metals between the BP layers may be
expected, indicating an intrinsically metastable
behavior. Furthermore, through a vapor trans-
port intercalation under ultra-high vacuum

monitored by in situ Raman spectroscopy, a series of novel
Raman modes ascribed to the BPICs have been determined.
These important features have not previously been measured
and pave the way for the characterization of this family of
intercalation compounds. This work provides fundamental
insights into the understanding of the intercalation of BP with
alkali metals, and will serve as a guide in the design of new
BPICs by using other approaches such as electrochemical
intercalation,[43] and incorporating small molecules as pre-
viously done for MoS2.

[44, 45]

Figure 3. Vapor-phase intercalation of BP monitored by Raman spectroscopy. In situ
Raman spectra of K (a) and Na (b) intercalated black phosphorous (BP) measured at
different doping times. The fitting of all the observed components using Voigt functions
have been marked in different colors. Assigned peaks are marked when corresponding.
c) Calculated Raman spectra of semiconducting K-P phases considered herein. A
Lorentzian broadening was applied (HWHM=5.0 cm@1). For comparison, the theoret-
ically predicted Raman shifts of pristine BP are indicated by dotted lines. The area
corresponding to intermetallic phases and KP2 is highlighted in green, and that related
with characteristic double peak of the intercalation compounds between 250 and
350 cm@1 is highlighted in pink. Intensity ratio (R) as defined in the inset of (c), from the
intercalation compound 300 cm@1 component versus the three main vibrational modes
in BP: A1

g, B2g, and A2
g, plotted with respect to the doping time for potassium (d) and

sodium (e) BPICs.
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